CHAPTER ELEVEN: INTRODUCTION TO LEVEL DESIGN
“No house should ever be on a hill or on anything. It should be of the hill, belonging to it. Hill and
house should live together, each the happier for the other." - Frank Lloyd Wright.
"Architecture is a small piece of this human equation, but for those of us who practice it, we
believe in its potential to make a difference, to enlighten and to enrich the human experience, to
penetrate the barriers of misunderstanding and provide a beautiful context for life's drama." Frank Gehry.

Introduction

The local Thai restaurant has some really bad level design. In order to get to the bathroom,
you have to cut right through the middle of the kitchen and do your business in a small, cramped
closet-sized room with no fan (something I like to call "suppressing fire"). While you try to
concentrate on your efforts, you can hear an old lady just on the other side of the door who's
hacking chickens in half which will soon become your dinner.
How about Sin City? Most Las Vegas casinos have deceptively brilliant level design! A typical
casino floor is set up like a labyrinth with no direct paths between elevators, restaurants, show
rooms, or the front desk. Even the entrance and exit points are all purposely set up on opposite
sides of the building with last minute cocktail bars, big item machines, and buffets purposely
placed nearby to draw you in or delay you leaving!. The sole purpose of this seemingly crazy
layout is to maximize your exposure to games of chance so that you'll be enticed to spend more
money! The longer you spend wandering, the more money you're liable to spend!
So, what is level design? In relation to video game design, level design is the process of
creating a playable space.1 This playable space could be anything from a chess board to PacMan's ghost maze to the gothic streets of Dumary Island. So, what constitutes good level
design? Good level design has some consistent qualities that I'll refer to throughout this book.
GOOD LEVEL DESIGN IS...






Engaging - keeps the player motivated to explore and experience the playable space.
Consistent - should always play fairly within a set of established rules.
Intuitive - uses clear visual language and well-defined gameplay paths to create a playable
space that is easily understood by the player.
Meaningful - presents choices that inspire experimentation and properly reward the player.
Well-built - doesn't have arbitrary boundaries, inconsistent building standards, or elements
that break or impede gameplay.

Level design is a BIG topic that could fill an entire book all by itself, so I'm going to break it down
into three chapters. This first chapter covers practical examples of level design from some
famous games. Well, one of them is famous! The second chapter is all about creating paper
maps and determining player-metrics. The last chapter is all about the process of creating
playable block mesh! SO, let's start with some good and bad examples of level design!
1

Lots of people confuse level design with the level art process. Level art is what makes a level designer's
work look beautiful! Even though I will mention artistic elements of level design, I'm going to keep solely
focused on level design in this chapter.

The 1994 Winter CES and the Beauty of Super Metroid
Super Metroid
Developed by: Nintendo R&D1 / Intelligent
Systems.
Released: 1994.
Platform/s: Super Nintendo, Virtual Console (Wii).
Super Metroid is the third entry in the Metroid
series. The game picks up directly after Metroid 2
and follows Samus as she returns to the planet
Zebes to pursue Space Pirates who have stolen
the Metroid larva she brought to the Ceres Space
Colony for analysis.
The first big industry event I attended was the 1994 Winter Consumer Electronics Show in Las
Vegas. At the time, I was a very junior designer at BlueSky Software making a little over
$12,000 a year, so a free trip to Vegas (our publisher, Sega2, paid the bill) to see all the newest
video games was something I really couldn't turn down!
Las Vegas was a city going through a fundamental transition during the mid 90's. The big old
neon gilded hotels from the 1950's were imploding into dusty memories while brand new familyfriendly resorts were springing up over their ruins. Nothing epitomized this contrast more than
the concurrent timing of CES and the Adult Entertainment Expo which took place practically
next door. As we prepared to check into the Sahara hotel, a who's who of game developers and
porn stars wandered the floor looking at each other with equal amounts of curiosity not knowing
that video games would surpass pornography in sales over the next few years.
1994 marked the last year that CES would feature a significant video game industry presence
just prior to the first E3 (Electronic Entertainment Expo) which took place the next year in Los
Angeles.3 The video game section of CES was located next to the Las Vegas Convention
Center in a group of sturdy overflow tents. One tent held all the mid-level publishers (Electronic
Arts, Iguana, etc.) while the other tent was split evenly between the two big heavy hitters:
Nintendo4 and Sega. 1994 was the peak of the 16-bit era which was largely dominated by
lackluster platformers based on licenses (anyone remember the Beavis & Butthead game from
Viacom or LJN's Incredible Crash Dummies?) or generic characters running through uninspired
lava and snow themed worlds (hi Aero the Acrobat and Sparkster!). That's not to say that they
were all bad though. 1994 was the debut year for Earthworm Jim, Donkey Kong Country, Sonic
3, Warcraft, Final Fantasy 3, and Super Metroid!
SO, what makes Super Metroid such a "beautiful" example of level design? When Gunpei
Yokoi’s masterpiece debuted at the 1994 Winter CES, it entered a highly saturated, traditionally
2

Sega was showcasing Jurassic Park Rampage Edition which was one of the first games I professionally
designed! The inverted pterodactyl aviary is one of my favorite levels where the player has to actually
traverse from the top to the bottom to escape!
3
To be honest, I'm not sure why E3 doesn't take place in Vegas anymore! It seemed like such a perfect
setting with tons of afterhours entertainment, great food, and much easier parking.
4
Sony was present at the CES as Sony Imagesoft (Mickey Mania and ESPN sports) AND a secretive
CD-ROM-based add-on for the Super Nintendo that would later become the PlayStation when the
relationship between Sony and Nintendo soured!

2D console market teetering on the edge of obsolescence as 3D consoles like the Sony
PlayStation and Sega Saturn loomed on the horizon. Super Metroid built directly upon its 8 bit
NES and GameBoy predecessors with a larger, more immersive world that successfully wove a
lot of potentially disparate elements (fire and water themed levels for example) together into a
highly structured gameplay experience. Take a look at this map of Zebes taken from the Super
Metroid instruction manual:

Zebes is built up of 6 major contiguous areas linked together with transitional sections made up
a mix of architectural elements from the ancient Chozo civilization and the parasitic Space
Pirates. These visual linking devices permeate the entire planet which gives context to what
would otherwise be an assortment of interesting, but somewhat random level themes. The
structure is mostly nonlinear which means that the player is free to explore the world within a set
of restrictions defined by Samus' abilities. For example, Norfair's intense heat is lethal to the
player until they get the Varia suit after defeating the Space Pirate boss Kraid in Brinstar. The
player can actually venture part of the way into Norfair before attaining this suit upgrade, but the
damage-per-second inflicted by the heat limits their traversal range.

When a player is prevented from going somewhere in a game that they will later be able to
access, it's called gating. There are all sorts of different ways of gating the player:






A locked door is opened by a key.
A locked door opens after the player defeats a certain number of enemies.
The player needs an ability to progress.
The player path is temporarily blocked by a dangerous element like fire or radiation.
The player has not talked to an NPC yet.

Here's an example from the very beginning of Super Metroid where the player gets the Morph
Ball:
3

4

1
2
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1. The player descends on an elevator from the surface of Zebes to the interior Crateria area.
There's a lot of forensic storytelling (something we'll talk about in the next chapter) in
these initial areas since these are places that Metroid fans would have visited in the original
Metroid games, but now they are abandoned looking and the only signs of life are carrion
skittering around. If the player goes to the right, they are blocked quickly by a door that
requires a missile projectile to get through and a small space that is inaccessible until the
Morph Ball is acquired.
2. OK, so let's get back to where we need to be going. If the player heads to the left, they can
see the Morph Ball on the other side of an obstructing structure.
3. The only way to get to the Morph Ball is by jumping up and over!
4. When the player gets the Morph Ball, a little more forensic storytelling kicks in when a
mysterious light illuminates the player. It's a nice touch that doesn't add to gameplay, but
definitely makes the world seem more aware of the player!
5. To get out of the area, the player is forced to use the Morph Ball since the jump back up is
outside of the player-metric. The what?! Don't worry, we'll get to it shortly. Anyway, the
player pushes down on the D-Pad to transform into the Morph Ball and move easily under
the obstructing structure. This is an elegant, in-game tutorial that effectively forces the
player to use the Morph Ball! Sweet!

SO, in this example, we see gating (done via the obstructing structure and the reliance on the
Morph Ball), some nice pacing (letting the player explore the gameplay without any danger), the
introduction of a new gameplay mechanic (Morph Ball), a tutorial incorporated into the level
design, AND some forensic storytelling! Nice! Now, let's head to the right where we couldn't go
before...
1. This is the area directly to the right of
where the player gets the Morph Ball.
Now, the player may have seen a few pink
doors on their way into Crateria, but they
1
haven't been able to open them up by
shooting at them like the blue doors. At
this point, the player is effectively gated
off from the rest of the game by these
damn pink doors! The pink door actually
2
requires missiles to open which the player
doesn't have yet, so they are gated by a
missing player ability! Make sense?
2. If the player gets here before getting the
Morph Ball, they can explore the area a
little bit by destroying floor tiles and
dropping down to the bottom of the area.
These floor tiles are designed to
regenerate after a few seconds which will
enable the player to jump back up since
the distance from the bottom of the level
to the top of the level is otherwise outside
of the player-metric. You wouldn't want to
3
be stuck at the bottom of the level with no
way out, right?
3. At the bottom of the area, the player's
progress and access to a regular blue
door is temporarily blocked until they get
the Morph Ball to roll under the blockage.

On the other side of the blue door is the missile which is not only a more powerful weapon, but
the key to opening up pink doors! YAY! BUT, missiles are a limited inventory item which means
they can run out if the player is not careful with their use. BOO! Bearing this in mind, the
designers activate the enemy population in Crateria which means that previously abandoned

looking areas now have enemies patrolling around. When these enemies are shot, they drop
health and missile ammo! Clever, huh? Also worth mentioning here is the cool Chozo statue
which extends themes that make the Metroid universe larger. In the case of the Chozo, Samus'
back story reveals that the statue is in the image of the extinct Chozo race that raised and
trained Samus and gave her the power suit!

SO, a quick recap! What did Metroid's level design do well?










Great use of gating the player based on player abilities.
Extremely clear player path.
Very organic feeling tutorial which doesn't slow down the action.
The level layouts give the player room to explore and experiment without penalty.
Good reuse of spaces used in previous Metroid games.
Fantastic atmosphere and sense of place.
Intuitive use of player mechanics.
Solid feeling of player progression and reward in a small space.
The level all works perfectly within the player-metrics.

Metroidvania is a term you may have run across if you're a video game aficionado. The term
comes from a combination of the Metroid series (starting with the original 1986 game on the
NES) and later on Castlevania Symphony of the night (the 1997 PS1 title that set the standard
for all future Castlevanias). Basically it denotes any game that has a non-linear layout gated by
player abilities and light RPG elements (like leveling up and inventory items). There are a TON
of games that fit the Metroidvania definition like Tomba 1 & 2 (PS1), Shadow Complex (XBOX
360), Darksiders 1 & 2 (PS3 and XBOX 360), and Fez (XBLA)!

Project Snowblind and Confusion in the Republic Base
Project Snowblind
Developed by: Crystal Dynamics.
Released: 2005.
Platform/s: PlayStation 2 and XBox.
Project Snowblind is a first person shooter which
takes place in the near future during a global war
between the Liberty Coalition and the evil Republic
army. The player is Nathan Frost, a soldier in the
Liberty Coalition who is gravely injured during a battle
and brought back to life with nanotechnology
augmentations that give him superhuman powers.
The gameplay in Project Snowblind combines military
and squad-based elements of first person shooters
like Call of Duty with the sci-fi sandbox environment of
games like Deus Ex and Fallout.
So, what about bad level design? Here's a fact that most developers are hesitant to mention:
bad level design is rampant in video games! There are bad levels in Halo (the Pillar of
Autumn), the Last of Us (the underground tunnel in Salt Lake City), Bioshock Infinite (the Hall of
Heroes), just about every Call of Duty (Afghanistan in Black Ops), Journey (the Temple), and I'll
gladly admit that I've even made a few myself! How about an example?

Project Snowblind was an FPS originally called Deus Ex Clan Wars, but slow sales of the
previous game in the series, Deus Ex Invisible War, gave Eidos cold feet and the name of the
game was changed several times until the marketing department came up with the name
"Project Snowblind". The problem was that nobody on the team really knew what "snowblind"
meant, so we had to come up with a full screen effect at the end of the game which represented
the player's nanotech augmentations getting blown out. It still doesn't make much sense.

While most of the gameplay was centered on squad-based combat, I had to design one of the
few infiltration / stealth levels in the game. Due to time (a week to lay it out and prototype
gameplay) and resource concessions (one artist and limited programmer time), I took an
economical approach to the layout of the Republic Base which resulted in some unfortunate
design decisions. For starters, the level was completely symmetrical. Not just bilaterally, but in
all four directions like one of those paper fortune tellers. Despite a linear gameplay path through
the level, the visually similar room layouts led to a great deal of player confusion and difficulty
matching up gameplay goals with locations. Additionally, four of the main goals of the level
were based on a single gameplay setup (destroy a giant, enemy cannon) repeated four times!
Since there was going to be a lot of reuse, I tried to make the bookends of the level (start and
finish points) and the connecting segments between goals as unique as possible without a lot of
new assets. For example, the very start of the level takes place in an elevator foyer which was
inspired by Charlie and the Great Glass Elevator with Republic Soldiers standing in for
Vermicious Knids!

The player starts off on the northeast corner of the foyer coming out of one of the six elevators.
There are a couple of Republic guards patrolling around the area and some stacks of crates set
up so that they don't spot the player right away. If the player plays the area stealthily without
alerting either guard, they can pass through the area fairly safely and leave through the one exit
at the far end of the room. However, if a guard is alerted, alarms go off, energy barriers section

off the foyer into a small maze arrangement, and the other elevators start opening up and
bringing more guards into the action!
Let's take a look at the paper map I created for the entire level.

X

This is the Republic Base in all its glory! If you look towards the center of the map, you'll see an
X where the player starts off the level. This part of the level actually works really well: simple

layout, a clear goal (get to the exit), a binary alarm system (stay hidden to stay safe or all hell
breaks loose if you're spotted), and some good reuse of assets! It was incredibly easy to
prototype since the enemy behaviors and security gadgets were all part of a standard package
being used throughout the game. If only the rest of the level had been so successful! After this,
the player path goes clockwise around the level through each of the corner rail cannon rooms
before ending up at a room at the very bottom of the level (near where the player started) which
is where the player fights a boss-like helicopter. SO, let's take a look at all the problems with this
layout!
Too many hallways looked the same AND they all resolved themselves at right angles or at the
same exact doorway. There were some occasional lightning changes, but players often got
confused as to where they were. In retrospect, we probably could've broken up some right
angles if the level wasn't designed as a perfect square.

The cannon rooms were another huge
problem with the layout. They were all
designed as split level rooms with a cannon
in one corner (facing the outside of the
building) and a set of interchangeable
staircases, walls, and platforms that could be
rearranged to create "new" layouts for each
of the four areas. Unfortunately, the footprint
of each room (even after rearranging pieces)
was still too similar and the gameplay for
each cannon was identical. If you look at the
image to the right, you'll see that the cannon
(in the lower left) required a large open space
to work which took up at least 60% of the
room's layout!

Here you can see two different cannon rooms which pretty much look identical. About the only
thing different about the gameplay is the messaging that appears when the player destroys the
cannon. If it wasn't for good old Sergeant Chang, players would have no idea where they were
in the level!

SO, how could this level have been fixed?










Make the building footprint something other than a perfect square.
Reduce the number of cannon rooms to 3 and possibly make some of the cannons inactive.
Replace some right angles with curved or greater than 90 degree transitions.
Emphasize varying color schemes in cannon rooms and connecting hallways.
Make sure entrance and exit points to cannon rooms are not on the same side.
Break up the flatness of the level by having cannon rooms on different floors.
Have the start and finish points of the level not be so geographically close to each other.
Have some hallways have no lighting or flickering lights.
Don't have all cover objects be axis-aligned or perfectly stacked.

Level Design Can Be Hard!
So, we've covered some examples of good and bad level design. Before we dig into the gory
details of practical level design, I’m going to let you in on another little secret. As glamorous
and fun as it can often be, level design is the most difficult design job in the video game
industry. Why?


5

Time is your enemy: level design is incredibly time consuming and is one of the few
aspects of design that spans the entire development process from early prototyping to
closing out final bugs! In this slide, we can see that over a condensed year of development,
level design is a joint effort between programming, design, and art. The dark grey conflict5
areas in this chart represent areas of overlap where all three disciplines are working on a
level simultaneously. There are also times where time may being spent waiting for one
department to catch up to another!

Don't worry! Conflict isn't always something bad like two countries going to war or getting into an
argument with your significant other. In this case, conflict means that two or more disciplines are trying to
work on something at the same time with slightly different goals.



Programming starts the process first by creating basic tools for authoring and exporting
game-specific content. Design then starts working on paper maps and block meshes in
addition to working with code to refine gameplay-related tools and features.



Next, design hands off the rough level layout to art to start the process of visual
refinement. The level layout goes through numerous iterations and compromises.



Finally, all three departments work together again to fix bugs and finish the game.



The tools aren't available (yet): depending on the maturity of the technology, a lot of early
block mesh / prototype time may be spent actually getting the tools to work rather than
producing production-ready work.



The game is feature incomplete: due to the scope of the work, most level designs start
well before gameplay mechanics are available to populate them. This leads to rework (a
very painful process once level art has already begun) or mechanics being shoehorned into
areas where they don’t work very well. In a worst case scenario, a fun gameplay mechanic
may be compromised in order to fit into a level or even cut out of the game completely!



There is too much to do: compared to other aspects of design, level design goes through
the most varied forms of iteration: block mesh, player-metrics, gameplay mechanics, player
path, item population, enemy population, combat design, gameplay progression, tutorial
placement, alternate paths, event planning, collision refinement, art refinement, and quality
assurance testing just to name a few. Some of these iteration passes happen exclusively
while others have to happen at the same time.



You can't please everybody: somebody somewhere will think that your level design is too
simple, too empty, or just plain bad. People will throw their controllers at the television
screen when they can’t make a jump for the hundredth time. Your work will be paraded
across Youtube with examples of how the camera clips through geometry or how the player
can jump through collision and fall out of the world.

And, finally, here's one that nobody likes to hear about:



Be prepared to throw away a lot of work: most level designs go through at least two
major revisions before a final layout is agreed upon. In the process of reaching agreement,
some or all of a layout may be completely scrapped to adjust to changing requirements
based on gameplay or production considerations.

Alright! Ready to get started?

